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one of nitro pros main selling points is the file-sharing integration, but theres also a wealth of
information and convenience features you can use on the go. first, you can access and edit pdfs from
anywhere. even if theres not an internet connection available, you can still open files from any cloud

service, including google drive, dropbox, onedrive, and sharepoint 365. when it comes to image
editing, the service can also convert a number of file formats ranging from jpeg and tiff to png,
extracting both text and images. you can also use nitro pro as a batch converter, which further

reduces user hand-holding when youre on the job, and does so on desktops, browsers, or mobile
devices. nitro pro functions efficiently on touch-enabled devices as it does on pcs, so its an easy way

to navigate and manage pdf documents even while traveling. for most users, the lack of
customization features wont be a major detractor, as nitro pro is primarily used for a get in, get out

simple purpose. the comprehensive app does a good job of simplifying a commonly frustrating
function, and it does so with added security and convenience perks. for a one-stop shop for all things

pdf, we recommend giving nitro pro a try, especially since it comes with a free trial period. hello, i
would like to know if the current version of nitro pro (12) is able to unlock pdfs. there are certain pdfs
that i get or create from other proprietary software that, even though they are basically blank forms,
they are generated in a locked format. i then have to use an online pdf converter (online2pdf.com, or

something similar) to unlock the pdfs before editing them in my current version of nitro. please let
me know if v 12 has capability to unlock pdfs directly. thank you.
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behind nitro pro. the app
secures all file activity

with signature
management, digital
signatures, and vault

integration. it also has a
powerful integration with
onedrive. you can access,
sign, and collaborate on

pdf files anytime,
anywhere. you can work
together directly from

onedrive, and much more.
to access the powerful
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editing features, make
sure that nitro pro is the

default pdf viewer in your
windows computer. pdf

files can be opened,
edited, downloaded, and

saved. you can even
annotate pdfs, add text,
and highlight pages. pdfs
can be converted to other
docx formats, edited, and
saved as another pdf file
in a matter of minutes,

making for a very
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accessible and effective
tool. the nitro apps

download is detected
automatically by antivirus
engines. activate a user-

friendly interface and
single window mode and
all files will be securely

saved to nitros proprietary
cloud vault. the pro

version offers the same
robust functionality as the
pro and add-on versions,

but the pro version
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contains the following
additions and updates:
add and manage fonts,

security features, 2d and
3d objects, and more.

nitropro pdf editor
provides a completely

different approach to pdf
editing and is the most

powerful and easy to use
pdf editing solution on
windows pc. it not only
allows you to edit and
create pdfs from word,
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excel, and powerpoint
documents, but it also

offers a set of advanced
features that provide a

fast, one-stop solution for
many common tasks. it
offers you a maximum

security of all document
activity, and it also
supports unlimited

signatures. it is safe to say
that you will enjoy working
with nitro pro in order to

increase your productivity
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